Abnormalities of cobalt-activated acylase from human sarcoma, carcinoma and the adjacent tissue.
Cobalt-activated acylase form-2 from human uterine myosarcoma, lung adenocarcinoma and the adjacent tissue was isolated, purified and characterized. It was found, that the enzyme from the malignant neoplasms differed both from the normal tissue and benign tumor acylase-2 in its Km value, temperature optimum and effect of some ions. Some abnormal properties (pH dependence, activation by cobalt and thermostability) were common for benign and malignant tumors. In lung tissue adjacent to adenocarcinoma, some deviations of acylase properties were observed, similar to that found in tumor, indicating that biochemical changes may be present also in tissues unaffected by the neoplastic growth by the histopathological criteria.